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   Unit 5 and 6 HarbisonCare, 2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, 2576, NSW. 
www.shcug.org.au 

How to join SHCUG.                                                                                                                                          
Visit our Education Centre and drop in at one of our weekly activities to collect an application form. 
Payment can be made in cash or by cheque and handed to a tutor.  
Alternatively, send the application form and cheque, made out to SHCUG, to the following address:  
The Treasurer,SHCUG,c/-HarbisonCare, 6/2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, NSW, 2576.   !
Renewing memberships. 
Renewal forms are sent out each year in early December to all current members by email, with all the 
relevant information needed to renew membership for the upcoming year.  !
Correspondence: Letters to the committee can be addressed to  2015committee@gmail.com   !
Weekly activities held in Unit 5 and 6. 
Monday mornings, from 10 to 12 noon	 Members Helping Members.    J&M Oprey         4862-1584 
Monday afternoons, from 1 to 5 pm.	 Apple Group		                   Richard Spear      4872-1960 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	      Martina Oprey     4862-1584 
First Tuesday of the month,	 	 Genealogy	 	 	      Maxine Gray 	  4869-4958 
from 10 am to 12 noon.	        	 	 	 	  
Wednesday mornings. 	 	 	 Tutoring by appointment.	      Maxine Gray          4869-495	  !
Upcoming events. 
AGM to be held on Tuesday 2 February, at 10am in Scott Hall, HarbisonCare. 
!
In this issue. 
1  Cover-page and committee members. 
2  Joining and payment options, activities and contents. 
3  AGM notice to all members	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
4  From your committee	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By your committee 
5  Internet and data usage	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
6  Internet and data usage (continue) 
7  What I found in my Christmas stocking		 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
8  Noticeboard	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey

Our Education Centre. 
The central point of all our activities for PC and Apple users.
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The southern Highlands Computer Users Group 

!
!

Important notice For  all members 
!

2016 

AGM 
Will be held on Tuesday 2 February  

at 10am, in Scott Hall 
HarbisonCare, Burradoo !!!

All positions on the committee are declared vacant. !
we invite all financial members to consider  
taking on one of the positions listed below !!

We desperately need !
a president, 

 vice president  
secretary 

committee members !
these positions must  be filled to enable SHCUG to continue. !!!

Your committee of 2015 !!!!!
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From your committee

The festive season is once again behind us and we trust that all members enjoyed this time. Your committee too 
took a well deserved two weeks rest. On Monday 4 January our weekly activities resumed again. Despite the 
fact that several of  our regulars were still away, we did see about 20 people coming through the door that day.  

The last meeting that the committee members of  2015 held was on Friday, 8 January. With a light agenda, the 
business at hand was quickly dealt with. All positions on the committee have now been declared vacant. This 
means we need to form a new committee for 2016 on 2 February, during our AGM held in Scott Hall, at 10 
am. We sincerely hope that many of  our financial members will take the trouble to come to this very important 
meeting, as the success or failure to form a full new committee may well decide where SHCUG will be going 
this year and what it can do for it’s members.  

By now members would have received an email with information about the upcoming AGM. The financial 
report will also be mailed out soon to all members, so keep an eye on your inbox. Any member, wishing to be 
nominated for a vacant position for the 2016 committee, can collect a nomination form from Unit 5 or talk to 
Maxine or Martina during our weekly Monday sessions.  

Renewals are gradually coming in and by the end of  this month we will know how successful we have been in 
retaining members. If  you haven’t payed your 2016 members fee yet, could we kindly ask you to do so before 
27 January. (see page 8). 

SHCUG genealogy Group had their first meeting on Tuesday 5 January. This is a great activity, keeps the old 
brain moving along whilst finding out some of  our history throughout the world. We welcome any members of  
SHCUG to come along and join us in our constant search for ancestors. 

Sheila McInnes has informed SHCUG that she has retired from her Harbison Wednesday Help session. Sheila, 
together with Ron Butler and Adrian Miller has been helping Harbison residents with their computer problems 
for many years and also ran a PC help session, together with Joe MacNab. We like to thank Sheila for all her 
time and efforts given to SHCUG over the years. We shall miss her and wish her all the very best in the future. 

On another subject altogether, an important message for PC users, who still use Microsoft’s Web Browser 
Internet Explorer 8, 9  or 10. As from 12 January  (2016 ) these older versions will no longer receive regular 
support and security fixes from Microsoft. In the next cumulative update, set to be rolled out soon to Windows 
operating systems, Microsoft will prompt Internet Explorer, 8, 9 and 10 users to upgrade their browsers. If  you 
choose to continue using them, it will be at your own risk. Upgrade to Internet Explorer 11 or better still, swap 
over to a new browser altogether.  

That is all for this months. 

From your committee. 
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Internet  
and  
data usage.		 	 	 	 	 	 M Oprey

Some twenty years ago, when we first started to use the internet at home, it was mainly used to keep in touch 
with family and friends living overseas. At that time I used a fruity coloured iMac with builtin modem that was 
connected to the telephone line. By dialling the ISP we could connect to the World Wide Web. Our internet 
plan cost us $10 a month and included unlimited downloads. I doubt if  we ever used more than 500MB a 
month. Much has changed since. I now travel with an iPad and laptop in my backpack, capable of  connecting 
wirelessly to a mini wifi modem that I can carry in my pocket. I could also use my Smart phone as a hotspot to 
connect the iPad or Laptop to the net wherever there is a mobil tower. But as always there is a cost. Although 
the price per GB of  data has become cheaper over the years, we are using a lot more of  it as Microsoft, Google 
and Apple provide an ever larger range of  Apps for us to enjoy and so consuming lots of  MBs. !
Everything you do on the internet, the uploads that transfers data from your computer to the internet and the 
downloads transferring data from the internet to your computer, does use a certain amount of  data in a given 
period of  time. This data is measured in units called bytes, kilobytes, megabytes or gigabytes. Roughly speaking 
1000 Bytes is one Kilobyte, 1000 Kilobytes is one Megabyte, 1000 Megabytes is one Gigabite. Another unit is a 
‘bit’ and is commonly used to measure connection or download speeds, its symbol is a lower-case ‘b'. When 
downloading a file, the speed is usually displayed like this: '168.2Kb/s'. In this example you are downloading 
something at 168.2 Kilobits per second. If  you want to keep track of  your data usage when downloading files, 
ignore the speed. The important information is the size of  the file being downloaded and will affect your cap. !
In order to be able to connect to the net you will need an Internet Service Provider (ISP). Telstra and Optus are 
the best known, offering broadband (ADSL) and Mobile Broadband plans (dongle or mini wifi modem) that are 
used to connect iPhones /Smartphone, Tablets/iPads and laptops to the mobile network. Fixed-line Broadband 
offer much better rates per GB bought than Mobile Broadband, which is a lot dearer per GB. A capped Fixed-
line Broadband plan of  500GB of  data per month is not unusual for a family with a couple of  children to have 
and go through. Or better still, go unlimited, which costs often only slightly more then a capped plan. The 
more GB’s purchased in a plan, the cheaper the cost per GB does come.  !
So let’s have a look where our data is consumed and in what quantity.  
Sending emails and normal web browsing consume only small amounts of  data but activities such as watching 
movies, YouTube videos and streaming music can gobble up a month's worth of  data in a few hours. Having 
grand children staying with you during the holidays, who just can’t live without internet, can cause the monthly 
data allowance you have, melt before the sun.   

                   	 According to a website I read, the average Australian spends around 48 hours browsing the web 
	             per month or about 7GB per month per person in a household. In 2012, the average YouTube 
	             viewer watched 6 hours of  video per month and YouTube claims that the number of  hours 
watched by users goes up by 50% each year. For every 5 minutes of  a 720p video footage watched on YouTube 
will have used up around 37.5MB of  data. 

                     Participating in Social media like Facebook is totally fine if  you're on a decent-sized capped plan  
	          of  20GB a month or up, but on smaller plans it can use a surprising large chunk from the total  
	          amount. During the course of  casual Facebook browsing, such as chatting, browsing photos, status 
	          checking and clicking on a few links, you can expect to have used slightly under 2MB of  data per 
	          minute. At 2MB per minute that amounts to around 2GB per month per Facebook user. 
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	 	 Renting movies and TV shows through services like iTunes, BigPond Movies and Xbox Movies 
	 	 can be a huge hit to any download cap. Although you will often be given the size of  the file in 
	 	 the product description, it still might surprise you how much data you did spend on a single title. 
A standard length movie on iTunes requires 4GB for a High Definition file and about 1.5GB for a Standard 
Definition copy. TV shows use about 1.5GB for HD and 800MB for SD and is pretty much the same across all 
online video stores, so keep this in mind before you buy or rent entertainment for the grandchildren this way. A 
cheaper alternative is a movie on a DVD disk. 

Audio is less data intensive, but can still add up. For example the music streaming App Spotify 
offers a range of  quality levels, with the lowest level using about 50MB an hour and the highest 
consumes almost 150MB for the same running time. All in Spotify can use 200MB per hour so 
you could gobble up1GB of  data in just a single working day. By using the lowest quality setting, 
you reduce the data usage and therefore will be able to enjoy the music a bit longer. 

Just a bit about Peer-to-Peer file sharing. P2P file sharing allows you to download files using a programme that 
searches for other connected computers that are sharing the file you want to have. The most important thing to 
remember when using P2P is that this will incur both download and upload data that will count towards the 
bill. Downloading a 500 MB file will often incur more usage than 500MB as upload to other users will also be 
taken into account. It is also very important to remember that even after downloading completes, if  a file is left 
open in the program to be shared then the upload can, in severe cases, indefinitely continue incurring hundreds 
of  GB in data and potentially even higher. File-sharing programmes that inadvertently have been left open are 
one of  the most common causes of  high levels of  excess data usage. 

	 	    Playing internet games has become a very popular past time, especial with children and 	     
	                teenagers. There are literary hundreds of  games (Apps) for free or to purchase from the iTunes 
	                and Google play store that you can play on an iPad or Tablet. Some of  them can be played 
	                off  line, others need the internet in order to run. Most modern gaming consoles like Xbox and 
Playstation, as well as PCs, have also facilities for playing games online, by yourself  or against others. In most 
cases this will use some of  your internet allowance. Some other functions associated with online gaming that 
can also use quite a lot of  data are that sometimes the  games and also the game consoles themselves, require 
updates (either of  new content, or new administrative updates), these updates can sometimes be quite large. 

Some applications like Apple iCloud, Dropbox, Skydrive and Google Drive sync a lot of  data to and from the 
‘cloud’ as they may be working quietly in the background without you even knowing it and therefore could be a  
candidate for high data usage. Check the settings on your device to see if  they are syncing a lot of  videos, files 
or photos, to the “cloud” and decide whether you are in need of  this. If  not, better close these Apps. 

So far, we have covered just the data used for entertaining ourselves but to keep our devices running well all the 
time, they also need regular updates that have become ever more frequent. Updates use data too as you need to 
download them from the internet and some updates are quite large, especial a new operating system. !
Some of  the above information was found on websites from Optus, Vodaphone and Goodspeed.  

 	          Skype is one of  the most popular online calling programmes. It is a Voice, Video and Messaging 
	          program that allows users to communicate with other Skype users over an Internet connection. 
	          Making calls with Skype, from computer to computer, is free of  charge. However making a Skype 
	          call from your computer to a mobile and land lines all over the world does come with a charge, 
although at a more competitive rate than traditional phone lines. By using Skype, you will avoid toll charges but 
you will still generate data use through your internet connection. The usage is especially high with video calling. 
Skype calls made with the camera off  uses approximately 225 MB of  data per hour. However with the camera 
on, it could use up to 350 MB per hour, depending on the quality of  the internet connection.
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What I found  
in my Christmas stocking 

By Martina Oprey

I must give my children full credit each year for finding a Christmas present for me that I haven’t yet got. This 
is especially true when it comes to items found in computer stores. Knowing how much I love any gadget that 
can be used or paired with the devices I already have, I was given a beautiful box containing wireless earbuds.  !
Up to now, I have used the earbuds that came with my iPod touch. Although they tended to slip out of  my ears 
at times, I have always been reluctant to switch over to using a bulky headphone. Firstly they are very awkward 
to carry around in a backpack but also out of  pure vanity, as I find the wearing of  these rather unbecoming at 
my junior/senior age. Therefore finding a discreet looking set in my Christmas stocking was a nice surprise. !
After reading the instructions and waiting for the two and a half  hours it took to charge the battery, I was all set 
to test drive these very fashionable wireless earbuds. First of  all I had to choose the right silicon earbud tips that 
would fit my ears from the large-medium and small pair of  tips included in the package. The medium size was 
the perfect fit for me. The next step was to pair it with my iPod touch (3G) that has almost all of  the music on it 
that I have and is used mainly for this purpose, although I can also pair it to my iPad, laptop or iMac desktop. !
After switching the earbuds and iPod on, pairing it to the iPod was ever so simpel. On the iPod’s home screen, I 
tapped the ‘Settings’ app. In the ‘Settings’ I tapped on the ‘Bluetooth’ tab and in the next window I switched 
the Bluetooth button into the ‘on’ position. Within seconds the iPod found the wireless earbuds and connected 
to it, ready to be used. So with the earbuds in place, I found some music on the iPod to listen to. I immediately 
noticed that the sound level was much higher then the Apple earbuds. To listen to the music comfortably, I had 
to turn the sound level down to almost 50%. At that level the sound quality was excellent. The earbuds, with 
the lead behind the head, stayed also nicely in place whilst I skipped around and will switch to using these on a 
regular bases.   

	 	 	 What they say about them!	!
	 	 	 Plantronics BackBeat Go 2 wireless earbuds	!
	 	 	 The Plantronics BackBeat Go 2 has multi-point Bluetooth, so it can pair and remember 
	 	 	 up to eight devices. Bluetooth setup is as simple as any similar device, and the slightly 
	 	 	 larger LED on the side of  the right earbud makes it easy to see the status of  the 	
	 	 	 Bluetooth connection. A feature of  the BackBeat Go 2 is the inclusion of  voice prompts 
	 	 	 to alert users about charge remaining, battery life, and what device is paired. The alerts 
are very basic, mostly two word prompts including "headset connected", "power off","power on", "connection 
switched", and "battery level medium'. They are a simple but effective way to add a little more to the overall 
user experience. 
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Notice Board
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             The  
    Southern Highlands Computer Users Group Inc  

      is proudly sponsored by

!
    Renewal Reminder !
  To assist us with our 
        administration,  
      please pay your  
 2016 membership fee  
                  by   
   27 January 2016. 
            
            Thank you. !

Sharing our IT knowledge 
Have you got a pet subject or a special 

gadget you use a lot?  
If so, do contact your committee. 
We love to run presentations and 

demonstrations on all things IT, but 
need members input. Email suggestions 

to, !
2015committee@gmail.com

!
  !
 Redeeming iTunes Gift Cards and content code. !

You can redeem iTunes Store Gift Cards and 
content codes in the iTunes Store, App Store, 

iBooks Store or Mac App Store. !
• If  you have a Mac App Store content code, you 

must redeem it in the Mac App Store 
• If  you have a promotional code, you must 

redeem it before the date printed on the card. 
• If  you have an Apple Store Gift Card, you can 

redeem it on line or in store.  
If  you already have an Apple ID that you use 

with the iTunes Store, App Store, iBooks Store or 
Mac App Store, you can redeem your gift card 

without using a credit card. If  you don’t have an 
account, you can create an account without a 

credit card or other payment method. !
Open the iTunes or Mac App Store application, 
scroll down to the bottom of  the page where you 
will find the small window with ‘redeem’. Click 

on it and follow the instructions.
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